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SUMMARY
1. From 60 to 85 per cent of the elevators reporting attempted
to buy wheat on a margin of from 4 to 6 cents a bushel.
2. The widest departures from 5 - or 6-cent buying margins tend
to come with radical price fluctuations a t the terminal markets.
3. The limited evidence presented in this study is mostly against
the idea that any great saving could be effected through a wider use
of hedging in the future's market, against country purchases except
perhaps in years of almost continuously declining prices such as
followed 1920.
4. In much of Kansas volume of grain production varies to a
greater extent than total cost of elevator operation. Average volume of grain handled per elevator varied from the three-year average from 13.2 per cent below to 18 per cent above. Average costs
per elevator have varied from their three-year average from 8.4 per
cent below to 12.3 per cent above.
5 . This makes risk arising from possible fluctuations in size of
the wheat crop the most important primary cause affecting cost per
bushel of handling wheat a t local elevators.
6. Local competition and variation in protein content of wheat
are factors of growing importance in affecting size of buying margins in Kansas.
7. Of the total cost per bushel of operating this group of Kansas
elevators about 70 to 75 per cent was fixed cost and these fixed costs
are more than 96 per cent expenses for salaries, buildings, and
equipment.
8. Added volume of grain handled seems to reach its maximum
effect in reducing salary and wage cost per bushel when volume of
100 to 125 thousand bushels is reached.
9. T o cover all legitimate costs an average buying margin of 7
or 8 cents a bushel is necessary under present operating conditions
in Kansas.
10. Local consolidations and a more extensive use of well-located
line elevator systems seem t o offer the greatest possibilities in the
way of keeping local margins low without jeopardizing the finances
of the local grain business.
(3)
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COUNTRY ELEVATOR MARGINS AND COSTS
IN MARKETING KANSAS WHEAT1
R. M. Green and E. B. Ballow²

COUNTRY ELEVATOR MARGINS
In general about one-third of the difference between the Kansas
City price of wheat, and the price of wheat a t local Kansas stations
is the price paid for local elevator service. The price paid for this
service is frequently felt to be too high.
A public investigation as early as 1914 reported to congress that
“The weakest link in the chain of marketing Kansas wheat is the
country elevator. Compared with the value and difficulty of
service rendered, the margin taken by the country elevator is perhaps larger than that taken by any other middleman in the marketing of wheat.”³
Repeated investigations of costs of local elevator operation have
been made since that time. The predominating idea seemed to be to
find the inefficiencies that resulted in too high costs, remedy these
inefficiencies in cost of operation and thereby lower the margins on
which wheat is bought a t country points. This would give the producer a larger share of the terminal market price. I t is acknowledged by some students of the problem that such studies “have thus
f a r proved of little immediate value SO FAR A S REDUCING MARGINS
ARE CONCERNED.”

This is no new experience in such lines of work. Frequently those
making cost of production studies having to do with farm products
have labored under the same delusion that, once costs were known,
prices could be adjusted accordingly. With regard to some of these
cost statistics it is now concluded in one instance a t least that
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“Their value in diagnosing agricultural prosperity or in providing
a sound basis for price-regulating legislation, direct or indirect, is
The margin taken by the local elevator is nothing more than the
price it charges for its services. There is perhaps little more ground
for believing that the price of this service is determined by cost of
production alone than that any other price is so determined. Whatever is found out about local elevator operating costs, therefore,
will serve more as a guide to the individual elevator in adjusting

production factors to the prevailing service-price or margin rather
than as a basis for determining what the margin shall be. Cost
studies in the field of local elevator operation, a t least until elevator
control is materially changed and centralized, can no more serve
the farmer as a basis for a campaign to lower the price of local
elevator service than farm cost, studies have served him in any
campaign to raise the prices of farm products. His present interests in both margins and costs lie more in the direction of keeping
costs with margins rather than in making margins according to costs.
THE PRICE FOR LOCAL ELEVATOR SERVICE

After deductions are made for freight and lower grade or quality,
the remainder of the sum deducted from the base price (Kansas
City price usually) represents the charge for service furnished by
6.
May

Wheat Studies of t h e Food Research Institute, Stanford University, Vol. I, No. 6 ,
1 9 2 5 , p . 200.
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the local elevator and terminal market. This service charge is
called the local elevator buying margin. It is that part of the difference between local price and terminal market price that is not
accounted for in freight and grade or quality discount. It includes
the services of handling, loading, and marketing the grain, and an
attempted profit.
Competition (Fig. 1) and custom to a large extent establish from
time to time certain margins at which elevators attempt to buy
grain. This margin is by no means fixed and may vary from year
t o year, and from one part of the crop year to the other. It is a
sort of quoted price for local elevator service.
THE ATTEMPTED BUYING MARGIN

Inquiry was made of 133 elevators in 1920, 65 elevators in 1921,
and 56 elevators in 1922. as regards the margin on which they attempted to buy wheat. I n 1920, 62.4 per cent of the elevators
reported a buying margin of from 4 to 6 cents a bushel. For all
elevators reporting the range from lowest to highest was 2 cents t o
10 cents per bushel. I n 1921, 66.2 per cent of the elevators reported
their buying margin from 4 to 6 cents a bushel, For all elevators
the range was from 2 to 8 cents a bushel. In 1922, 84 per cent' of
the elevators reported a buying margin from 4 to 6 cents a bushel.
For all elevators the range was 2 to 8 cents a bushel. Elevator
managers indicated in their replies that this margin varied from
time t o time, but reported the quoted figure as the most frequent
margin, or that a t which they probably bought most of their wheat.
The average buying margin for 1920 was 5.95 cents; for 1921,
5.28 cents; and for 1922, 4.84 cents. The margin most frequently
reported all three years was 5 cents, although in 1920 and 1921 a
larger per cent than in 1922 reported margins above 6 cents a bushel.
THE ACTUAL BUYING MARGINS OF LOCAL ELEVATORS

While an elevator manager may attempt to operate on a 5-cent
margin for wheat, he is not able to buy all his wheat a t exactly that
price differential. Competition and risk of changes in terminal
market prices are two factors that will make the elevator man shift
his margins, either raising them or lowering them. Also if conditions are such as to make for generally high costs of operation in
certain sections, the margins there will be higher than a t some other
places. The individual elevator manager, however usually finds it
difficult t o adjust the margin he takes to his own individual costs.
The Federal Trade Commission shows actual buying margins by
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subtracting the daily country price from the price (less freight) a t
which the greatest number of cars of the same kind and grade of
grain was sold on the central market on the same days. By this
method margins on No. 1 Northern spring wheat were found in
1912-’13 t o be 4.64 cents per bushel; in 1913-’14, 3.24 cents; in
1914-’16 5.99 cents; in 1915-’16, 5.50 cents; and in 1916-’17, 11.55
cents.
As shown in Table I the extremely low or the extremely high
margins during the year generally do not come within the first six
months’ marketing period when the major portion of the wheat crop
is sold by the farmers. On the other hand, they come after the
period of heavy primary movement of wheat, when conditions affecting the terminal market price and those affecting the local price
may be somewhat different. On an average from month t o month,
departures from the customary margin on which elevators in any
section are attempting to buy would seem most likely to occur
during seasons of light movement. They would therefore apply to
a smaller part of the crop. Attempted buying margins, therefore,
are indicative of the margin on which a large part of the crop is
bought, though at times there are wide departures from this customary margin.

HOW ACTUAL BUYING MARGINS ARE AFFECTED DURING SHORT
PERIODS BY TERMINAL MARKET FLUCTUATIONS

I t is noticeable in the Federal Trade Commission data and also
in somewhat similar data being collected by the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station that the widest departures from a 5 - or 6-cent
buying margin tend t o come with radical swings upward or down-
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ward in the terminal market price when the latter fluctuates
violently.
As an instance during the violent price changes in the fall and
winter of 1924 and the spring of 1925, margins reported by a group
of elevators in southwestern Kansas varied from 3 cents a bushel
December 1, 1924, t o 16 cents, January 1, 1925, when the market
was rising. The margin settled back to 8 cents by February 1,
then with a March and April decline a t the terminal market the
margin again widened to 11 cents, March 1. With a rising market
in May the margin changed from 7 1/2 cents April 1 to 18 cents
May 1, and then back to 1 cent by June 1.
Another group of Kansas elevators in south central Kansas reported a 6-cent margin, December 1, 1924; an 8-cent margin, January 1, 1925; a margin of 9 cents, February 1; 8 cents, March 1;
8½ cents, April 1: 12 cents, May 1; and 5 cents, June 1. These
margins are the price spread between the local price and the Kansas
City average for No. 2 Hard Winter wheat.
Margins thus determined for the two groups of elevators just
referred to and for a third group in west central Kansas are shown
in figure 2. (See, also, figure 3.)
It is evident from these examples that part of the margin taken
from the farmer from time to time is due to extreme fluctuations in
central market prices and is a deduction to cover risk. Risk of
price fluctuations a t central markets appears to be an important
element in the price paid for local elevator service.
HEDGING B Y COUNTRY ELEVATORS IN ORDER TO REDUCE RISKS
FROM PRICE FLUCTUATIONS AT TERMINAL MARKETS

“If the price paid for local elevator service is influenced considerably by price fluctuations at central markets, why not eliminate
this risk by hedging?” is the first question asked.
While this whole subject carries a highly controversial aspect,
there are certain facts about i t that can be determined. I n the
first place the records secured from Kansas elevators show that as a
matter of fact comparatively few elevators in this state do hedge,
according to the generally accepted meaning of the word. They do
not as a rule sell “futures” against their cash grain purchases. Some
elevators that report making use of the hedge state that they use it
“some.” By this they mean that sometimes they hedge and sometimes they do not. Hedging of grain by Kansas elevators is more
common where they must carry the grain on hand for a considerable
period.
It is necessary to understand the conditions under which Kansas
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elevators operate before attempting to criticize the prevailing practice. The situation can perhaps best be pictured by contrasting
wheat marketing conditions in Kansas City market territory with
those prevailing in the Northwest in Minneapolis territory.
A study of the per cent distribution of farm marketings of wheat
compared with the per cent distribution of Kansas City receipts
shows a close adjustment of the two. (Table II.)

In a few words this means that the per cent of total annual marketings that farmers have marketed up to a certain date differs
but 1or 2 per cent from the per cent. of total annual receipts received
by the Kansas City market up to the same date. The flow of grain
from farms into local elevators is a t about the same rate as the flow
from local elevators into the Kansas City market.
If a similar comparison is made for the Minneapolis market, it
will be found t h a t average farm marketings and Minneapolis receipts do not match so closely in their seasonal distribution.
(Table III.)
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In the case of the Minneapolis market the per cent of total annual
marketings that farmers have marketed up to any certain date is
larger than the per cent of total annual receipts received by the
Minneapolis market up to the same date by from 2 to 18 or 19 per
cent, depending upon the season of the year. The average rate of
delivery from the farm to local elevators is much in excess of the
rate of flow from country elevators to the Minneapolis terminal,
indicating among other things more reliance upon country elevator
storage in this area than in Kansas City territory.
Since Kansas elevators on the whole average only about 15,000
bushels storage capacity and store but little grain for any length of
time, the question of economy in hedging stored grain will have little
bearing on local elevator hedging practice.
The whole question then resolves itself into one of whether Kansas elevator men are following inefficient, and costly methods in not
hedging in the futures market their purchases of grain from farme r s . The value of hedging in general or its protective features in
the case of stored grain is not, therefore, the point a t issue. The
question is merely this, Would it pay Kansas elevator men to follow
more generally the practice of hedging grain purchases by selling
the future against it?
Aside from the fact that experience has not convinced a large
majority of operators of the economy of such a practice, there are
additional facts to consider.
I n the first place, as pointed out above (page 1 2 ) , with elevators
doing little or no storage business, wheat is shipped out during the
heavy marketing season almost as fast as it is bought. During most
years elevators have on the average shipped out 70 to 75 per cent
of the year’s business by the end of January. This is indicated in
Table IV and also by reports of carlot shipments by 170 elevators
as an average for the years 1920 to 1925. These latter reports
showed 7 5 per cent of the year’s shipment moved from the elevators
by the end of January.
Not only have farmers sold and elevator men bought about 70 to
7 5 per cent of the crop in the first six or seven months of the crop
year, but elevator men in turn have shipped about that amount.
Not only does the Kansas elevator man hedge purchases from farmers by “on track” and “to arrive” sales, but he also in a way hedges
consignments by almost equal new purchases of grain from farmers.
If the market goes down and he loses on the consignment, he buys
from the farmers on a lower market, and has another consignment
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There is some question, therefore, whether under Kansas conditions any great saving could be effected through a wider use of
hedging in the futures market against country purchases. Certainly
there is question as to whether the saving would be large enough to
contribute anything to the country elevator's ability to buy on a
smaller margin.
HOW ACTUAL BUYING MARGINS ARE AFFECTED B Y LOCAL
CROP CONDITIONS AND LOCAL COMPETITION

A study of the costs involved in local elevator operation, as
pointed out in the latter part of this bulletin, shows volume of grain
handled to be the most important factor in determining costs per
bushel of handling grain. As a matter of fact in much of Kansas
the volume of grain production varies to a greater extent than it is
possible for total cost of elevator operation to vary. This is indicated in a general way for the state as a whole by the fact that,
during the three-year period studied, average elevator volume has
varied from the three-year average from 13.2 per cent below to 18
per cent above the average. Average costs per elevator have varied
from their three-year average from 8.4 per cent below to 12.2 per
cent above. This, too, included the period 1920-'21, when costs
would naturally show maximum reduction.
Since cost per bushel of handling wheat is determined by dividing
total bushels handled into total elevator costs for grain handling, if
the bushelage, or number divided by, fluctuates more widely than
total elevator costs, or the number divided into, then cost per bushel
of handling grain is determined t o a greater degree by factors
affecting bushelage than by any elements entering into total elevator
operating costs. This makes risk arising from possible fluctuations
in size of the wheat crop the most important primary cause affecting
cost per bushel of handling wheat a t local elevators. While cost
does not alone determine the size of the local margin it must in the
long run have some effect on margins if elevators are to remain solvent. The uncertainty as to volume of business due to large fluctuations in the wheat crop in Kansas, therefore, enters into size of
margin taken by the local elevator.
Something of the extent of this risk over a period of years is pictured by the fluctuation in size of Kansas wheat crop per elevator
in the state. In 1919 the average was 81,000 bushels; in 1920, 78,000
bushels; in 1921, 51,000 bushels; in 1922, 65,000 bushels; in 1923,
42,000 bushels; in 1924, 85,000 bushels; in 1925, 41,000 bushels; and
in 1926, 86,000 bushels per elevator. This, of course, does not tell
2-3996
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the whole story, as the fluctuation in certain individual counties or
around certain shipping points is even greater than an average for
the whole state. It does indicate, however, that during the period
included in this study, 1920 to 1922, inclusive, volume per elevator
was more stable than it ordinarily is over a period of years.
The extent of local competition is another factor external t o items
of cost in local elevator operation that affects the size of the margin
taken by the local elevator. This is reflected in a better price paid
to the producer where competition is active. (Fig. 1.) It appears
as if the character of the local competition, especially whether mill
competition is involved, has a considerable effect on the size of the
local margin.
Another local situation that frequently affects the size of the
local margin is the premium quality of wheat in certain sections.
The fact that the local elevator man can get an extra premium at
the central market for this special quality wheat without paying for
the full quality differential, enables him to bid up the local price so
as to apparently narrow the local margin; whereas, in fact, the local
margin may not be narrowed because of the extra price received at
the central market.
T H E RISK ELEMENTS I N LOCAL ELEVATOR MARGINS

From what has been said u p to this point it must be evident that
the price paid for local elevator service by the farmer is affected by
fluctuations in terminal market prices, by local crop conditions and
the consequent, effect on volume to be handled, by local competition,
and by certain local conditions that may affect salability of the
wheat on central markets.
It is not surprising, therefore, that some investigators of local
elevator costs have already reached the conclusion that “In ordinary years, margins and expenses seem to be fairly well adjusted to
each other, and leave a fairly regular net profit; however, there is a
good deal of the accidental in this after all, for margins vary greatly
from year to year for different kinds of grain.”7
Before attempting to analyze local elevator operating cost into
the elements of expense most generally recognized, it, is well to consider the additional burden of risk which in some way or other must
be taken into account in the local elevator buying margin,
Important factors involved in the determination of the local elevator buying margin are as follows: (1) Bushels handled per ele___

7 . John D.

Black and H. Bruce Price. Costs and

Margins in Marketing, Publication 1868
T h e Annals of t h e American Academy of Political and Social Science, Jan., 1 9 2 6 .
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vator; (2) competition; (3) price fluctuations a t central markets;
(4) premium possibilities of wheat; and (5) cost of operation per
elevator. Another factor, size of crop, and its effect on the number
of bushels handled per elevator also factors two, three, and four
have just been discussed. The remainder of this bulletin will be
given over largely to a discussion of the cost of operation per elevator. After a discussion of this factor, the extent to which it justifies the local margin, and the relation of this factor to local elevator
profit per bushel, an effort will be made to point out the lines along
which any efforts a t reducing the local elevator margin can be most
profitably directed.

COSTS OF LOCAL ELEVATOR OPERATION
The costs of operating a local elevator are of two kinds-fixed
costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are costs that remain more or
less constant whether the volume of grain handled is large or small.
A small volume of grain handled, therefore, runs the cost per bushel
up very rapidly in the case of these costs. Similarly a large volume
runs the per-bushel cost down rapidly. With reference to these
costs, therefore, it is largely volume handled that causes cost per
bushel t o run high or low.
Variable costs are those that vary or change somewhat in proportion, though not always in exact proportion, with changes in volume of grain handled. With reference to these costs, therefore,
volume handled has little influence on cost per bushel.
In the case of a group of elevators, the fixed cost per bushel of
grain handled is obviously subject largely to the outside influences
determining volume of grain. The elevators’ variable cost per
bushel is determined t o a much greater extent by the size of the
expense items that go to make up variable costs independent of the
volume handled. The effect of volume of grain handled on fixed
and variable costs is shown in figure 4. As volume handled increases, fixed cost per bushel decreases; variable cost per bushel
shows little change. Figure 4 indicates that for the group of elevators included in the 1921-’22 study, an increase of 25,000 bushels
in volume would mean on the average a lowering of fixed operating
cost by a fraction more than 0.5 of a cent per bushel. At the same
time, variable costs would be lowered less than 0.1 of a cent per
bushel, giving a total reduction in operating costs of 0.6 of a cent
per bushel. The 1922-’23 data give practically the same figure, 0.6
of a cent per bushel. The items composing fixed costs, before including interest and shrinkage, represented on the average 71.6 per
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cent of the total operating costs per bushel in 1921 (Table VI,
Fig. 5), and 76 per cent i n 1922 (Table VI). I n turn, salaries and
“building and equipment” costs represented 73.8 per cent and 22.5
per cent, respectively, of the total fixed costs (Table V I I ) . I n brief,
the total cost per bushel of operating these local elevators is made
up of about 70 to 75 per cent fixed costs, and these fixed costs are
more than 96 per cent expenses for salaries, buildings, and equipment.
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It is obvious, therefore, t h a t about three-fourths of the per-bushel
cost of handling grain is affected very largely by fluctuating volume,
which in turn is dependent to a large degree upon crop conditions,
weather, and other more or less accidental circumstances. I n the
next place, fixed cost per bushel depends nearly 7 5 per cent upon
salaries and wages paid. (Tables VII and VIII.) Reduction of
fixed cost aside from the influence of volume of grain handled is,
therefore, largely dependent upon ability to cut salaries and wages.
The opportunity that one elevator has over another in this respect
is very limited.
A study of the differences in operating costs between elevators
having almost identically the same volume of business8 shows that
half or more of the differences in cost per bushel is due to differences in salary and wage cost.
On the average, differences in operating costs per bushel between
elevators doing the same volume of business were found to be accounted for as follows:
50.4 per cent by difference in management and labor costs.9
12.0 per cent by difference in taxes.
6.6 per cent by difference in repairs, power, and light cost.
16.7 per cent by difference in depreciation costs.
14.3 per cent by differences in miscellaneous operating expense; miscellaneous office and general administration expense; and insurance.

It is obvious that difference in taxes is an item of cost not within
the control of the management to any great extent. Once buildings
are erected or purchased depreciation costs can be only moderately
affected by the management.
Miscellaneous operating expenses and frequently general office
and administration expenses increase because of equipment t o save
labor. One could hardly expect to eliminate all of the 14.3 per cent
difference in miscellaneous costs without to some extent increasing
the difference in management and labor costs.
Difference in management and labor cost per bushel of grain
handled, therefore, seems t o offer the greatest opportunity for any
extensive and general reduction in operating costs such as would be
necessary to bring about a permanent lowering of buying margins.
While as between elevators there is considerable variation in fixed
costs, the variation is not so great as the variation in volume.
8. For method of comparisons see page 2 6 . The same array
both instances.
9. The 50.4 per cent difference due to difference in management
with 56 per cent obtained by Metzger on 50 Minnesota elevators b y
correlation as reported a t the meetings of the American Institute of
versity of Minnesota, July, 1926.

of elevators was used in
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(Fig. 5 . ) This inability to reduce fixed costs in the same ratio that
volume is reduced results in low volume elevators having a higher
fixed cost per bushel of grain handled as shown in figure 4.
The opportunities elevators have of reducing fixed costs is perhaps best indicated by comparing the salary and labor cost per
bushel of handling grain for elevators handling about the same
number of bushels of grain.
The fact is frequently observed that within a certain size group
of elevators-for instance, elevators with an annual volume of
business of 100,000 to 125,000 bushels-there is a wide range in
total cost per bushel, say from 3 to 9 cents per bushel. This fact in
itself is sometimes taken as p r i m a facie evidence that there must be
a great opportunity for better economy in organization and management of local elevators in general.
This proposition needs further analysis, however, especially if i t
is to be considered a part of a practical program of improvement
where its importance must be measured relative to other possible
lines of betterment.
As an example the 1922 data, which offer the greatest variety,
were analyzed as follows in order to judge of the possible economies
to be effected in reduced salary and wage costs, which make up by
far the greater part of overhead costs.
Elevators were arrayed by types, according to volume, from low
to high. Then adjacent elevator records were paired so as to throw
together elevators of nearly identically the same volume of business.
Next the difference in salary and labor costs per bushel for each
pair was found. Any elevator with an odd bushelage not pairing
well with another was left out. Out of 189 elevator records, 136
were used in the manner stated. Differences in cents per bushel
were then shown in a frequency table as indicated in Table IX.
Several facts that are not readily disclosed by an inspection of
ranges in cost within different size groups, that allow as much as
10,000 to 25,000 bushel intervals between individual elevators, are
brought out by such an analysis as that described.
Extremely small or extremely large differences in salary and
wage cost per bushel, between elevators handling the same volume
of grain, are confined very largely to the mill-line type of elevator.
Several things account for these unusual differences. I n the first
place the accounting difficulties in equitably distributing the grain
department overhead expense over the several units of the line may
account for some of the erratic variations. Secondly, the mere fact
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of a mill elevator in one section being able to close down in the face
of a light crop while owing to competition another has to stay open
even for a small volume of business accounts for wide fluctuations.
Furthermore, there is a vast difference in the ability of mills to pay
for wheat, due to their difference in size, extent of market for their
flour, trade connections, their position to take advantage of millingin-transit rates, and the like.
A study of the data in Table IX also reveals the fact t h a t many
of the larger differences shown occur in the smaller volume groups.
Local conditions make it very difficult to keep salary and labor
costs a t different stations within several hundred dollars of each
other though more or less accidentally they do handle the same volume. There is no certainty ahead of time as to the exact volume
that either elevator will handle. The few hundred dollars difference
in salary and labor costs makes little difference per bushel in the
higher volume groups, but considerable difference per bushel in the
lower volume groups.
Some indication of the way this works can be given by taking
the elevators of each type that fall in the upper half of each group
with respect to volume handled. Differences in salary and labor
cost per bushel for these elevators in the upper volume group may
then be arranged as in Table IX, giving Table X.
Considering the problem from all angles it appears that while
there are some cases in which difference in cost may warrant hope
of greater efficiency on the part of the high-cost elevator, this is
the exception rather than the rule. A program of reduced elevator
costs has more to offer these high-cost elevators, individually, than
it can contribute to any general reduction of buying margins in
local grain marketing.
On the other hand it seems that in Kansas local elevator operation
is so standardized and competition so keen that relatively few concerns can long survive if they get far out of line with respect to
costs within their control. And accidental factors eliminate many.
SIDELINE AND NONSIDELINE ELEVATORS

Since, with but few exceptions, one elevator has little advantage
over another in the wages it must pay for labor and management
or in the salary and labor cost per bushel of grain handled except
as that is affected by volume of business, the principal advantage
t o be gained through cost reduction, if any, comes from the better
utilization of the time of management and labor. The adoption of
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sidelines t o the grain business is sometimes looked to as a means of
accomplishing this result. Of the 59 elevators on which complete
records were obtained in 1921-’22, 45 or about 76 per cent handled
some sidelines. I n 1922-’23, 53 per cent handled sidelines.
In general, sideline elevators made about as much net profit from
sidelines as from grain in 1921, but not in 1922. (Tables XI, XII,
XIII, XIV, and XV.) On the other hand, it will be noted that commercial and mill-line elevators in the nonsideline groups made more
net profit or smaller loss than the same types in the sideline group.
The one coöperative independent in 1922 carrying no sidelines made
a bigger profit than the average of the coöperatives with sidelines,
but this single instance cannot be taken as sufficient evidence either
way.
No final conclusions can be drawn from such limited data on sideline operations. Nevertheless, the information obtained suggests
that in the case of single-unit elevators where relatively high-priced
management and labor must be maintained whatever the volume of
grain business, the inclusion of sidelines may be profitable. The
chief source of loss in such cases is likely t o come from doing an
extensive credit business.
I n the case of line companies where local station management and
labor costs can be more readily adjusted to fluctuating volume of
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grain and where much of the business management is directed from
a central office, the inclusion of sidelines is more questionable. Some
line companies adjust their local elevator labor costs by having their
local buying done on a small salary plus commission, or on a straight
commission basis. The line company, it would seem, can much better afford to concentrate on t h e grain-handling business.
TYPES OF ELEVATORS

Cooperative elevators have a rather distinct advantage when it
comes to obtaining volume of grain. They may even be induced t o
carry certain sidelines more as an accommodation to patrons than
for the profit in the enterprise. Since cooperatives usually average
a larger volume of grain handled, they are in a position to lower
operating costs through volume handled. (Fig. 4.)
The cooperative line, if organized on the county-unit basis, does
not have all the additional advantages of other line-house types.
General managers are located a t county seats or central county
points and are not in close personal contact with terminal marketing
machinery and terminal buyers. Secondly, a mere county-wide distribution of elevators does not distribute the risk of low volume to
the extent t h a t a more widely scattered line of houses does. A cooperative line of the latter type seems the more desirable from an
operating standpoint.
Independent single-unit elevators, especially where they have to
compete with coöperatives and mills, usually average a lower volume handled than do the coöperatives. From this angle their costs
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are run up. It is generally necessary, therefore, for these elevators
to try and make up in selling for what they suffer in increased costs.
Mill-line and commercial-line elevators are in a position to cut
local costs for management and labor in buying and substitute central-office management in part. Also the mill-line elevators can
shift losses on grain on to their flour departments and thus suffer less
than other elevators. Their total cost of operation and their volume
are usually low.
For these several reasons costs of handling grain through country
elevators will now be presented for the several different types of
elevators.
In comparing operating costs per bushel for the different types of
elevators (Table XVI) it will be found that the costs of commercialline and mill-line elevators ran highest both before and after the
inclusion of interest and shrinkage (Table X V I I ) , except in 1922,
where a high interest charge on borrowed capital accounts for the
high cost of twenty-one coöperative-line elevators, and in the case
of one small coöperative line as high as 10 per cent was being paid
for local call loans. This difference in cost is attributable almost
entirely to the smaller volume of grain handled by the mill-line and
commercial-line elevators, and not t o disproportionately large operating costs.
If, for instance, costs per bushel for the different types in 1921 as
shown in Table XVI were figured on the basis of the average volume
per elevator for all types, that is at 77,233 bushels, the cost position
of the different types would be considerably different from what
Table XVI shows. The mill line, with a n average cost of 3.6 cents
per bushel, would be the lowest. The commercial line, with an
average cost of 5.19 cents per bushel, would remain the highest cost
group, though differing but little from the coöperative independents.
The commercial independent, coöperative line, and cooperative independents show the following costs respectively: 3.87 cents per
bushel, 4.42 cents per bushel, and 5.16 cents per bushel.
It would seem that solely from the standpoint of cost reduction
the chief advantage of the coöperative type in reducing costs comes
from the volume of business it is able t o get, rather than from its
ability to lower items of operating cost in any other way. This, of
course, in no way measures the possibilities of the coöperative as an
additional competitive factor in the local market or as a payer of
dividends to patrons.
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MARGINS ACTUALLY REALIZED OR PROFITS
The margin of profit for country elevators is seldom more than 1
to 2 cents per bushel, and there are frequent losses of 2 to 4 cents
per bushel or more.
An elevator may be attempting to buy wheat on a 5-cent margin.
Because of wild price fluctuations a t the Kansas City market, the
margin may be as much as 10 cents or more. What the elevator
actually realizes on this wheat, however, will depend upon: (1) At
what price the wheat is sold when it gets to market; and (2) the
extent to which operating costs consume the margin taken.
Having noticed attempted buying margins, factors that cause
them to fluctuate in size, and what it costs to operate local elevators.
it is now well to observe what size margins of profit are actually
realized by local elevators.
I n 1921, twenty-nine mill-line elevators averaged a loss of 2.03
cents per bushel after the inclusion of interest as a cost. (Table
XVIII.) Only six elevators out of twenty-nine made any profit.
Thirteen commercial-line elevators averaged a profit of 1.5 cents
per bushel. (Table XVIII.) Six of the thirteen elevators suffered
losses of from 0.1 of a cent to 5 3/4 cents a bushel. Eleven coöperative-line elevators average a loss of 0.5 of a cent per bushel. Seven
of the eleven had losses; one broke even and three made profits.
(Table XVIII.) The small number of cooperative and commercial
independent elevators averaged a profit of from 1.25 to 2 cents, with
three elevators showing losses and three showing profits. (Table
XVIII.)
I n 1922, seventy-four mill-line elevators averaged a loss of 0.9 of
a cent a bushel, (Table XVIII.) Seventeen out of seventy-four,
or about 23 per cent, made any profit. This compares with six out
of twenty-nine, or about 21 per cent, the year before. Twenty
commercial-line elevators averaged a profit of less than 0.5 of a
cent a bushel. (Table XVIII.) Ten of the twenty, or 50 per cent,
made some profit. This compares with seven out of thirteen, or
about 54 per cent, the previous year. Twenty-one coöperative-line
elevators averaged a loss of 1.5 cents a bushel. (Table XVIII.)
Six out of twenty, or 30 per cent, made profits. This compares with
three out of eleven, or 27 per cent, the year before. Out of nineteen
coöperative independent elevators fourteen, or 74 per cent, showed
some profit. (Table XVIII.)
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As regards profits or net margin actually realized from local elevator operation, this study leads to about the same conclusion
reached in studies made of other areas. I n ordinary years the net
profit is between 1 and 2 cents a bushel in the majority of cases.
In a study of the spring-wheat region of the Northwest it has been
concluded that, “In ordinary years margins and expenses seem to be
fairly well adjusted to each other, and leave a fairly regular net
profit of not far from 2 cents a bushel.”10
It would seem, therefore, that the present margin on which most
10. John D. Black and H. Bruce Price, Costa and Margins in Marketing, Publication
1868 The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science.
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local elevators in Kansas are trying to buy wheat covers costs and
leaves only from 1 t o 2 cents a bushel t o cover risks of various kinds.
The elements of risk or accidental factors that must in some way
be taken into account in settling upon a local buying margin have
already been pointed out. (Page 18.) They are fluctuations in the
terminal market prices, fluctuations in the size of the crop, competition, and quality of the crop.
A glance a t Table XVIII will show that not always are low-cost
elevators highly profitable elevators. One elevator may make a
profit by having a low cost that will come within the limits of the
average price received. Another with higher costs may make a
profit by selling a t a better than average price. Buying and selling
operations of the local elevator, independent in a measure of operating costs, may be the source of profits.
DISTRIBUTION OF GRAIN SALES AND SEASONAL
FLUCTUATIONS IN PRICES

For a group of fifty-nine elevators in 1921 the difference between
average purchase price or price paid the producer and the average
sales price less freight was 6 cents a bushel. After deducting terminal marketing expenses there was left a margin of 4.86 cents a
bushel t o cover expenses of operating the local elevator. Local
operating expenses for this group of elevators averaged 5.12 cents a
bushel. This left an average loss of about 0.25 of a cent a bushel.
Results obtained by different groups of elevators varied widely
from this average. (Table XIX.) While the data in Table XIX
are too limited to be indicative of the relative sales efficiency of the
different types of elevators in the state as a whole, they do indicate
the importance of price received from sales in determining whether
a profit, or loss is made. For instance, in 1921 the thirteen commercial-line elevators with the high operating cost of 6.22 cents a bushel
were able to earn 1.52 cents a bushel profit largely because of the
high average sales price of $1.13 a bushel.
This higher average price received was partly due t o a larger
proportion of sales than average a t a time when the market was
strong. I n figure 6 the monthly distribution of sales by these thirteen line elevators is compared with the average for forty-eight
elevators of all types and with the average for ten coöperative elevators. The average monthly prices a t Kansas City, the pricebasing point, are shown for comparison with the months when
largest sales were made. The larger sales by the line elevators in
September, January and March account for part of the advantage
in average sales price for the season.
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It is quite noticeable that in 1922 (Table XIX) the group of
twenty commercial-line elevators average a profit of only 0.04 of a
cent a bushel, while the cooperative independents averaged 2.18
cents. The commercial-line elevators did not compare as favorably
with the coöperative independents in respect to profit as they did
the year before.
Operating costs run a little more than 2 cents a bushel higher for
the twenty commercial-line elevators than for the nineteen cooperative independents. The line elevators had no offset for these higher
costs in the form of a higher average sales price such as they had in
the 1921 comparison of costs, prices, and profits.
The fact is there was no such opportunity in 1922 for averaging a
high sales price such as there was in 1921. (Fig. 6.) Prices from
month to month were quite steady except during August and September. Seasonal distribution of sales, therefore, had less effect on
the season’s average price, Such a market favored the elevators
that had the lowest costs. What advantage there was from a favorable distribution of sales this second year rested with the coöperatives, as indicated in figure 6.
The experiences of this limited group of elevators suggest that in
their case at least the strength of the cooperative group lies largely
in their ability t o cut costs through assembling large volumes of
grain. Since cooperation automatically contributes to this end, a
problem calling for more initiative in cooperative management is
that of sales policy. On the other hand the principal weapon of the
ordinary commercial elevator in competition with the cooperative
lies largely in its ability to outsell, if possible, its coöperative competitor. With a steady market there is little t o be gained from selling ability on the part of commercial elevators. With a highly
fluctuating market, such as frequently exists, or with shifts to new
price levels, skillful distribution of sales may go a long way toward
overcorning the handicap of higher costs, which are largely due to
the relatively small volume of business handled.
METHODS OF SALE AND PRICE

Average sales price for the season may also be affected materially
by the method of sale employed by the elevator. Few elevators
use exclusively one method of sale, Most of them will sell a part
of their wheat on consignment, a part, “to arrive” and a part “on
track.” Managers frequently attempt to consign on what they believe is going to be a rising market, and sell “to arrive” or “on
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track’’ when they are looking forward to a declining market. Also,
because of the special quality of certain wheat, it may receive an
“on track“ bid that induces the manager to sell on that basis. These
and other local circumstances cause the elevator manager at times
to sell some wheat “on track’’ and “to arrive” though it is quite
often believed that “on track” and “to arrive” bids are most of the
time below spot prices a t Kansas City.
Differences in practice with regard t o the per cent of sales made
by the different methods are indicated in Table XX. The figures for
the mill-line elevators are not comparable with those for other types.
All the wheat of these elevators, except a small per cent of off-grade
milling wheat, is shipped to the mills and sold by the grain department of the mill direct to the milling department. This accounts
for practically all sales being made on what amounts t o a “to arrive” basis.
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VOLUME OF GRAIN HANDLED AND COST
PER BUSHEL

A decrease in volume of grain handled of as much as 76 per cent
below average meant, in the case of the elevators studied in 1922-'23,
an increase in total costs per bushel of 115.5 above average. (Table
XXI.)
A decrease in volume of 47 per cent below average meant an increase in costs of 43 per cent above average. A volume of 1 3 per
cent below average meant costs 15.5 per cent above average. A volume 21.5 per cent above average meant a decrease in costs per
bushel of 4.6 per cent below average.
It will be observed (Table XXI) that as volume continues to
increase above average volume the average total cost per bushel
s h o w an increasing per cent reduction below average costs per
bushel. It is quite noticeable, however, that as between 60 per cent
increase and 96 per cent increase in volume there is little difference
in effect on total costs per bushel. The same is true as regards each
other in the case of the 132 and 173 per cent increases in volume
and the 200 and 264 per cent increases.
The rate a t which increased volume of business makes a return
in the form of reduced costs per bushel of grain handled can be
shown by indicating the per cent change in costs a bushel for each
1 per cent change in volume from the average. The results of such
a comparison are as follows: For size groups one, two, and three
each 1 per cent in volume below average gives a cost per bushel of
1.51, 0.90, and 1.2 per cent above the average, respectively. For
size groups four t o ten, inclusive, each 1 per cent in volume above
average gives a cost per bushel, respectively, of 0.21, 0.35, 0.23, 0.25,
0.19, 0.22, and 0.15 per cent below average.
From this observation it seems apparent t h a t increased volume
brings increasingly greater returns in the form of reduced costs up
to and including group five. After this group, though costs a bushel
still decline with increased volume, they decline a t a diminishing
rate. Maximum returns for added volume, therefore, appear t o be
reached when the 100- to 125-thousand bushel group of elevators is
reached. This applies of course only to elevators operating under
conditions similar to those surrounding the elevators included in this
study.
The matter may be made even clearer by referring to actual costs
per bushel (Table XXII) rather than t o per cents. It will be noted
that total costs per bushel, excluding interest and shrinkage, decrease
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very rapidly from 9.74 cents per bushel in group one to 3.57 cents
per bushel in group five. Thereafter the decrease in cost averages
only 0.5 to 1 cent a bushel.
Likewise (Table XXII) salary and wage cost per bushel decreases from 5.45 cents a bushel in group one to 2.08 cents per
bushel in group five. I n the higher volume groups salary and wage
cost varies only from an average of 1.53 cents a bushel to 2.10 cents
a bushel.
It is evident, then, that in the case of salary and wage cost, which
makes up so large a part of total costs, rate of gain from increased

volume of business declines after 100,000 to 125,000 bushels is
reached. The rate a t which salary and wage cost a bushel decreases
with each per cent increase in volume compared with the average
is shown in figure 7. The base line represents the average. Decreased cost below average is shown as a gain above the average
line equal to the decline in costs. Likewise increased cost in the
case of the low volume groups is shown as a loss below the average
equal to the increase in costs.
As in the case of total costs per bushel, group five (100,000 t o
125,000 bushels) shows maximum gain from decreased salarly and
wage cost per unit of increase in volume of business.
It seems, therefore, that after the volume of business reaches
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100,000 to 150,000 bushels an elevator, the gain that additional volume may give in reduced costs is much more easily offset by any
weakness in selling policy than it is up to this point. A point is
reached where increased volume becomes less effective in reducing
costs. At the same time selling problems, safe buying price, and
the problem of car supply become increasingly more difficult with
the increase in volume per elevator.
This situation suggests the economy of attempting to combine elevators consistently handling less than 100,000 bushels of grain. I t
also suggests the advisability of generally diversifying investments
over several establishments rather than going to unusual expense or
adopting a high-price policy in an effort to get extraordinary volume
in hopes of reaching a cost, too low for competitors to meet. This
suggestion is still further supported by the reduction in risk (of volume) from sectional crop shortages that a line of elevators might
offer.

AVERAGE LOCAL ELEVATOR OPERATING COSTS
While the local elevator margin or the price for local elevator
service is determined by factors other than average cost, of the
service alone, the latter does affect the number of elevators that
fail because they do not or cannot keep costs within the prevailing
buying margin.
Evidence collected (Tables XXIII and XXIV) shows that total
cost of local elevator operation per bushel of grain handled averages
between 7 and 8 cents a bushel. This includes interest on investment, shrinkage, and terminal marketing costs.
If total costs of operation under present competitive conditions
are compared with average buying margins (Table XXV) it is
apparent that profit, if any, must come in the main from fortunate
buying and selling rather than from the merchandising margin
taken. Profit depends considerably upon speculative gains rather
than on straight merchandising gains. Wider margins, consolidations of elevators, and a further development of line systems, cooperative or otherwise, in order to spread risk are the most apparent
remedies for this instability in the local grain-handling business.
This is another of those apparently anomalous cases where average cost exceeds average price, as is so often shown in the case of
average farm costs and average farm prices. To cover all legitimate costs would take an average buying margin of 7 t o 8 cents a
bushel under present operating conditions in Kansas.
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The average margin taken in buying is just about enough t o cover
operating costs, leaving out salary and interest on investment. This
means that the buying margin on the average covers other expenses
and leaves the manager to speculate or shrewdly manage in some
manner or other to make his salary and interest on investment.

